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Middle East Report

by Robert Dreyfuss

C'est Lavie
Ariel Sharon's billion-dollar sure thing: an Israelijet that may

the primary source of Arab Power,
despite the wrath such an action
would provoke from Washington.

signal an alliance between hawks and hoods.
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that will not be produced until

and Co. have launched Israel onto a

Sharon's post-1973 rise to power.

1990. The decision to go ahead with

I) Israel

$1.1 billion development program

Late last year, Genger was the

aimed at producing a new genera

subject of intense controversy in

will not reach a peace agreement

tion of Israeli warplane, the Lavie.

Israel when he was brought over

before then, and 2) the

The decision to go ahead with the
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States cannot be relied upon as a

New

York

to

become

Lavie thus presumes that

United

Lavie production, after a number of

Sharon's aide for military-industri

years of debate, provides a critical

al production, a field that obviously

Both assumptions are ominous.

insight into the long-range think

includes the La vie fighter.
After an unprecedented general

An additional angle on Lavie is

ing of the ruling clique in Israel.

strike at the Israeli Defense Minis

It is not a hopeful sign.

military supplier.
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eli use, but for export. A long list of

dence, the supersecret decision to
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countries in Latin America, Africa,
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build the Lavie-which is a major

the position, instead quietly taking

strain on Israel's inflation-ridden

up a position as an aide to Meridor.

proached by Israel arms officials to

economy-represents nothing less

Meridor, of course, a veteran of the

secure preliminary accords on the
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1940s-era Irgun underground, has

Lavie export. In Latin America,

to "go it alone," i.e., to break with

long been a backer of Sharon.

those sales are being coordinated

And Moshe Arens, who pre

by Gen. R. Zeevi, known by the

the Lavie project as an Israeli in

sented his credentials as the new
Israeli Ambassador to the United

kingpin of Israeli crime syndicate

dustrial project of importance in

States on Feb. 16, is said to be the

affairs.
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"brains behind the Lavie project."
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held an unpublicized summit meet
ing with Zeevi and Ehud Olmert,

the United States.
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project
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something
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more sinister.
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